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from  Breaking Barriers in Teaching  
and Learning—
“The Teaching and Learning Committee of [NCHC 
recognizes] that the fundamental mission of honors 
education centers on the power of excellence in teaching 
and learning . . . inside and outside the classroom. What 
we deem as vital dimensions of the honors enterprise—
both philosophical and practical—should be the 
imperatives that drive all . . . teaching, all . . . courses and 
programs, all . . . learning experiences. . . . [T]he essays 
in this volume have wider application beyond the honors 
classroom or program, and we hope that readers—within 
and outside of honors—will adapt and use the various 
ideas, practical approaches, experiences, and models 
shared in the various chapters. . . .
All of the contributions . . . inspire us to retool the 
ways in which we teach and create curriculum and to 
rethink our assumptions about learning. Collectively, they 
challenge us to deconstruct perceptions that just because 
we teach, students learn; that our disciplinary training 
makes us automatically effective teachers; that rigor is 
a function of amount and difficulty of work rather than 
complexity and integration of work; and that students 
learn in uniform ways. Responding to the challenges 
presented directly or indirectly by the contents of our 
volume requires that we remain open to breaking barriers 
that prevent us from achieving the highest goals of honors 
education. Breaking free of barriers allows us . . . to 
innovate. . . .”
— John Zubizarreta and James Ford
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